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Abstract. This study attempted to explain why deep convective clouds (DCCs) over the western Pacific are generally darker than those found over tropical African and South
American land regions. The western Pacific domain was further divided into its land and ocean regions to deduce the general differences in DCC characteristics between convectively
active tropical land and ocean regions. DCC in this study
is defined as a single-layer cloud whose thickness is greater
than 15 km, and it is determined from CloudSat-measured reflectivity profiles. Corresponding MODIS-measured reflectivities at 0.645 µm were examined, along with the analysis of
cloud products from Cloud Aerosol Lidar Infrared Pathfinder
Satellite Observation (CALIPSO) measurements.
From an analysis of the four January months of 2007–
2010, a distinct difference in ice water path (IWP) between
the ocean region of the western Pacific and the three tropical land regions was revealed. Distinct differences in the effective radius between land and ocean were also found. The
findings lead to a conclusion that smaller IWP over the western Pacific ocean region than over the tropical land regions,
which should be caused by different cloud microphysics between land and ocean, is the main cause of smaller reflectivity there.

1

Introduction

Deep convective clouds (DCCs) associated with strong convection play an important role in the global climate because
DCCs can alter the radiation balance not only due to changes
in solar reflectivity or infrared emission level but also due
to changes in water vapor and hydrometeor profiles associated with deep convection. DCCs are known to be poten-

tially important in the radiation balance (e.g., Soden and Fu,
1995; Aumann et al., 2007). DCCs over the tropics can supply moisture from the lower troposphere to the upper troposphere, enhancing the water-vapor greenhouse effect (Soden and Fu, 1995; Sohn and Schmetz, 2004; Chung et al.,
2007; Sohn et al., 2008). Furthermore, DCCs can be used as
calibration targets from which satellite-borne solar channels
can be calibrated (Sohn et al., 2009; Ham and Sohn, 2010;
Doelling et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2014). Thus, it is of interest to examine the optical and physical properties of DCCs
to attain a better understanding of their impact on the radiation balance and for better parameterization of their optical
properties for radiative transfer simulations.
A recent study by Doelling et al. (2013), based on an
analysis of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS) solar channel measurements, reported that DCCs
over the tropical western Pacific have lower reflectivity (or
are darker) than DCCs over continental tropical regions such
as Africa and South America. This phenomenon is quite interesting and an immediate attempt to explain the reason
for it may be related to different cloud microphysics between land and ocean. The difference in the diurnal cycle
of convection and the vertical structure of DCCs between
the oceanic western Pacific and tropical South American or
African land regions has been well documented (e.g., Liu and
Zipser, 2005; Nesbitt et al., 2006; Zipser et al., 2006; Liu et
al., 2007). Most of these results are based on Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) measurements. However,
considering that TRMM radar signals reflect microwave interactions with raindrops and precipitation-size ice particles,
these analyses may be insufficient for explaining the difference in cloud reflectivity. Scattered solar radiation caused by
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Figure 1. Analysis domains used in this study. SA, AF, and WP represent South American, Central African, and the western Pacific domains,
respectively. The western Pacific domain is further divided into its land (WP-land) and ocean area (WP-ocean) in this study.

Figure 2. Distributions of PDFs of (a) brightness temperature at 11 µm, (b) reflectivity at 0.645 µm, and (c) cloud optical thickness; (d) effective radius from MODIS products. All data are from MODIS measurements and associated products. The red, blue, yellow, and black
solid lines represent DCCs observed over African, South American, WP-land, and WP-ocean domains, respectively.

cloud droplets and ice particles should be considered to completely understand the cause of such a difference.
In this study, with the goal of understanding why DCCs
over the western Pacific show generally lower reflectivity
in comparison with those over tropical African and South
American regions, regional differences in optical properties
of DCCs are examined using CloudSat Cloud Profile Radar
(CPR) and Cloud Aerosol Lidar Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observation (CALIPSO) measurements. From an intercomparison of the vertical structures of DCC optical properties,
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important elements causing regional differences in DCC reflectivity are identified. Then, we address the issue of how the
obtained results are relevant for the possible use of DCCs as
calibration targets from which satellite-borne solar channels
can be calibrated. The results obtained from this study will
lead to a better understanding of the role of tropical DCCs in
influencing radiation budgets and climate feedback and may
also improve the performance in the use of DCC targets for
solar channel calibration.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional histograms of radar reflectivity profiles for DCCs observed over (a) African, (b) South American, (c) western
Pacific (land), and (d) western Pacific (ocean) domains. The color bars represent probability with respect to the total profiles.

2
2.1

Used data and methodology
Definition of DCC

Because DCC reaches around the tropopause level, cloud
top temperature (satellite-measured infrared window channel
temperature) has been often used as a criterion for determining the presence of DCC. The cloud top temperature thresholds ranging from 190 to 210 K have been used for different
DCC-related study objectives (e.g., Aumann et al., 2007; Liu
et al., 2007; Sohn et al., 2009). However, because the cloud
top temperature criteria cannot differentiate DCCs from cirrus/anvil clouds, we use CloudSat reflectivity profiles for explicitly determining DCC, which is defined in this study to
be a single-layer cloud whose depth is greater than 15 km.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/

2.2

MODIS, CloudSat, and CALIPSO measurements

MODIS is a passive imager with 36 spectral bands that
cover the visible and infrared spectrum. In this study,
brightness temperature at 11 µm (TB11 ) and reflectivity at
0.645 µm (Ref0.6 ) converted from MODIS-measured radiances (MYD021 products; Collection 5 version) are used
to examine the characteristics of DCC top temperature and
reflectivity. MODIS-derived cloud parameters such as cloud
optical thickness (COT) and column-integrated effective radius (Re ) are obtained from MYD06 products in order to analyze differences in cloud parameters between land and ocean
regions in interest. All data are from MODIS Aqua products
(http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html).
CloudSat carries an active sensor called CPR that measures vertical profiles of reflectivity due to atmospheric hyAtmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015
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Sat misses the top portion of DCC composed of small ice
crystals (Kahn et al., 2008), CALIPSO data are used for information on cloud properties above the CloudSat-detected
upper boundary of the reflectivity profile. In this study,
CALIPSO-derived cloud extinction coefficient at 0.532 µm
(Young and Vaughan, 2009) and ice water content (Heymsfield et al., 2005) profiles (CALIPSO L2-05kmCPro, edition
3.01) are analyzed. It is a 5 km average based on the average
of 15 CALIOP FOV of 100 m laser shots.
2.3

Figure 4. Average profiles of the radar reflectivity for the four analysis domains.

drometeors at 94 GHz. The CloudSat 2B-GEOPROF product provides radar reflectivity and cloud mask information
for 125 height bins. Because a cloud mask value of 30 is
considered to be a threshold ensuring cloud presence in a
given layer (Mace et al., 2007), CloudSat profiles are selected for analysis if the cloud mask value is greater than
30. Beside the use of reflectivity profiles, CloudSat-retrieved
cloud parameters are used. These include cloud water content and effective radius profiles obtained from CloudSat
2B-CWC-RVOD products whose pixel resolution is about
1.4 km (Wood, 2008). However, because CloudSat-derived
liquid water content and liquid effective radius are erroneous
as the result of miscalculation of the attenuation by liquid
cloud droplets, and those problems were not yet corrected
at the time of this paper’s writing, only ice water content
(IWC) and ice effective radius (Re ) profile data were used
in this study to examine the reflectivity difference. Because
the visible extinction coefficient (kext ) is closely linked to the
optical thickness and visible reflectivity observable at top of
atmosphere (TOA), the kext profile is estimated as follows
(e.g., Lin and Rossow, 1994):
kext =

3 Qe IWC(z)
.
4 ρi Re (z)

(1)

In Eq. (1), extinction efficiency (Qe ) is considered for
cloud particles to be nearly equal to 2 in the visible range,
and density of ice crystals (ρi ) is fixed as a constant (i.e.,
0.917 g m−3 ), as used in CloudSat retrieval.
CALIPSO also carries an active sensor, Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), beaming at 532
and 1064 nm wavelengths and sensitive to particles much
smaller than those detectable by CloudSat. Because CloudAtmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015

Analysis domain and period

In order to examine the regionally different optical properties of DCCs, three analysis areas are selected (Fig. 1), i.e.,
continental Central Africa (20◦ N–20◦ S, 0–40◦ E), South
America (10◦ N–30◦ S, 40–70◦ W), and the western Pacific
(20◦ N–20◦ S, 100–180◦ E). These three regions are outlined
in Fig. 1, and are, respectively, represented by AF, SA,
and WP. Examining the optical difference between land and
ocean, the western Pacific domain, which also consists of
lands such as Indonesia, Malaysia, and northern Australia, is
further divided into its land area (WP-land) and ocean area
(WP-ocean). Analysis is performed with data for the four
January months in the 2007–2010 period. January is chosen
because it is the time of year when DCCs are frequently observed over all three analysis regions.
2.4

Construction of collocated DCC data

Collocated DCC data are constructed over the selected four
domains, using measurements from Aqua MODIS, CloudSat, and CALIPSO whose local equatorial crossing time
is approximately 13:30. (Stephens et al., 2002; Parkinson,
2003; Winker et al., 2003). Due to the different MODIS scan
geometry, collocation is carried out over the along-track of
CloudSat by selecting the closest MODIS and CALIPSO
pixels from a given CloudSat pixel. The combination of
collocated CloudSat, CALIPSO, and MODIS data will provide us overall features of the physical/optical properties of
DCCs, from which key factors contributing to the regional
difference in DCC reflectivity can be examined.
Although the parallax correction scheme (Wang et al.,
2011; Young et al., 2012) has been applied to correct the
misalignment of the DCC targets caused by different viewing geometry between MODIS and CloudSat, we try to reduce possible geolocation error. This is done by taking an
average of 3 × 3 MODIS pixels (corresponding to about
3 km × 3 km) surrounding the collocated DCC pixel as a collocated MODIS value. We further limit DCC samples to ones
showing the solar zenith angle and satellite viewing zenith
angle less than 40◦ .
The total numbers of pixels passing the aforementioned
criteria are 980, 2295, 2455, and 23 836 for African, South
American, WP-land, and WP-ocean regions, respectively.
The number of DCC pixels collected for each month is given
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/
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Figure 5. PDF distributions of (a) cloud top height; echo top height showing (b) −10, (c) 0, and (d) 10 dBZ in DCC samples.

in Table 1. The selected DCC number over the African domain appears to be significantly smaller than those for others. However, considering that samples numbers are 3853,
7906, 5409, and 43996 if 14 km depth is used as a criterion for defining DCC, smaller sample size of Africa suggests that DCC clouds than deeper than 15 km are less available over Africa compared to other regions under study. Less
DCC samples over Africa appear to be related to the higher
surface elevation there. Since the tropopause levels should
be rather homogeneous over all three analysis regions, the
DCC tops should not vary much even if overshooting clouds
are counted. However, cloud bottoms should have strong dependence on the surface elevation. Considering that much of
tropical African land shows surface elevations above 1000 m
except for the Congo Basin and that much of South American domain shows elevations well below 1000 m, the lowest
DCC frequency over tropical Africa amongst three regions
and lowest degree of DCC occurrence over Africa in comparison to South America are likely associated with higher
topographic altitudes over tropical Africa. It may also explain
why there is a drastic change in DCC samples in between 14
and 15 km of cloud depths. Nevertheless, considering that the
WP domain size is about twice the size of the two continental
regions, DCCs are found to be more abundant over the WP
region compared to other two continental regions.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/

Table 1. The numbers of MODIS–CloudSat collocated DCC pixels
over the four analysis domains. In January, only 15 days of data are
available because of the battery problem of CloudSat.

3
3.1

AF

SA

WP(L)

WP(O)

Jan 2007
Jan 2008
Jan 2009
Jan 2010

486
39
183
272

859
495
696
245

748
412
897
398

8305
5799
5694
4038

Total

980

2295

2455

23836

Optical properties of DCCs
MODIS measurements

First, statistical distributions of selected DCC pixels are compared with one another for the four regions. In doing so,
probability density functions (PDFs) of MODIS-measured
TB11 , Ref0.6 , MODIS-derived COT, and Re are obtained and
are presented in Fig. 2. PDFs for TB11 (Fig. 2a) show that
African, South American, and WP-land regions exhibit broad
peaks at colder temperatures than that for the WP-ocean region where rather broader TB11 distribution is noted.
Corresponding reflectivity distributions in Fig. 2b show
distinctively different modes between land and ocean:
African, South American, and WP-land regions exhibit a reflectivity peak around 0.95, contrasting to a mode at darker
0.89 of the reflectivity over the WP-ocean domain. It is clear
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015
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Figure 6. Same as Fig. 3 but for CloudSat-derived ice water content.

that DCCs found over the WP-ocean are generally darker
than those found over tropical African, South American, and
WP-land regions; their mean values are 0.85, 0.94, 0.93,
and 0.90, respectively (Table 2). By combining these with
the patterns noted in TB11 distributions (200.4 K vs. 196.1,
198.7, and 197.7 K), the DCCs over the WP-ocean region
can be summarized as clouds having lower reflectivities with
warmer cloud tops compared to other three land regions.
PDFs of MODIS-derived COT and Re are given in Fig. 2c
and d, respectively. Because the MODIS cloud algorithm
only provides COT up to 100 even if clouds are thought
to be optically thicker than 100, the dominant portion of
PDFs should be located near COT = 100. Thus, separate
plots are made for COT < 100 and for COT > 90. As shown
in Fig. 2c, the majority of DCCs over the two continental regions (Africa and South America) show DCCs with COTs

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015

higher than over the WP-ocean and WP-land. There seems
to be not much discernible COTs between the WP-ocean and
WP-land regions although the WP-ocean shows higher frequencies in the lower COTs. Considering that DCCs whose
depths are larger than 15 km effectively remove the possible
misclassification due to optically thinner anvil-type clouds,
the persistent lower reflectivity over the ocean strongly suggests that DCCs found over the WP-ocean are generally
darker compared to continental regions. Furthermore, based
on the finding that reflectivities over the WP-land region are
smaller than other two continental regions, it suffices to say
that DCCs found over the western Pacific area are overall
generally darker than those found in tropical continental regions.
PDF distributions of Re of the DCCs for the four regions
are given in Fig. 2d. The Re modes are evidently differ-

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/
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Table 2. Mean Ref0.6 and TB11 of selected DCC pixels for the four domains. Ref0.6 and TB11 represent the MODIS reflectivity at the
0.645 µm and MODIS brightness temperature at the 11 µm band.
AF

Jan 2007
Jan 2008
Jan 2009
Jan 2010
Mean

SA

WP(L)

WP(O)

Ref0.6

TB11

Ref0.6

TB11

Ref0.6

TB11

Ref0.6

TB11

0.957
0.944
0.895
0.940
0.939

196.6
197.0
196.2
195.1
196.1

0.944
0.947
0.908
0.936
0.929

199.5
197.6
198.3
199.0
198.7

0.895
0.899
0.909
0.854
0.900

198.7
196.7
196.3
200.1
197.7

0.841
0.843
0.856
0.845
0.846

200.6
200.8
200.0
199.8
200.4

3.2

CloudSat observations and derived cloud products

To avoid circular interpretation in the use of MODIS cloud
products, we use CloudSat measurements to examine the regionally varying characteristics of tropical DCCs causing the
different reflectivities.
3.2.1

Figure 7. Same as Fig. 4 but for CloudSat-derived ice water content.

ent between the western Pacific and tropical land regions.
It is noted that particles are relatively larger over the WPocean compared to other three land regions. Because backward scattering tends to decrease while forward scattering
slightly increases with increasing particle size, the difference
in Re can also be considered as one of the reasons causing
the regionally different DCC reflectivity over the tropical latitudes. Note that MODIS-derived cloud parameters such as
COT and Re are based purely on visible and near-infrared radiance measurements (King et al., 1997). Thus, if measured
radiances are smaller, especially for the 0.645 and 2.12 µm
bands in the first place, smaller COT and/or larger Re of
DCCs can arise from those measurements, as was also suggested by Doelling et al. (2013). However, since MODISderived cloud properties cannot be independent of measured
radiances themselves on focus, it should be difficult to examine measured characteristics from their derived properties. Because of this reasoning, we further use CloudSat and
CALIPSO measurements to find possible causes.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/

Radar reflectivity profiles

The radar reflectivity profile is a fundamental observation of
CloudSat that allows the examination of the vertical structure
of DCC clouds. Two-dimensional histograms of the radar reflectivity for DCCs over Africa, South America, WP-land,
and WP-ocean are given in Fig. 3. The two-dimensional distributions show similar parabolic shapes, but substantial differences exist between the WP-ocean and the three land regions. These features are more evident in the averaged profiles (Fig. 4). Large radar echoes (e.g., greater than 10 dBZ)
are more frequently observed in the 9–12 km layer of DCCs
over the continental regions in comparison to the western Pacific counterpart. Moreover, maximum values of radar reflectivity for DCCs over the continental regions are located at
relatively high altitudes (i.e., 9–12 compared to 7–8 km). The
larger reflectivity in the higher altitudes over the tropical continental areas implies stronger convective updraft there, as in
large radar echoes introduced as a proxy of strong convection (Liu et al., 2007; Luo et al., 2008, 2011). These results
are consistent with the finding that typical updrafts over the
African Congo region are stronger than those over the tropical Pacific and so lift larger particles into high altitudes (Liu
and Zipser, 2005; Zipser et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2007). It is
also of interest to note the bright band shown around 4.5 km
which is due to more reflection by melting snow flakes below the melting layer at 5 km (Sassen et al., 2007). Strong
attenuation is evident below the bright band altitude, probably caused by precipitating rain drops (Battaglia and Simmer,
2008).
CloudSat reflectivities of 0 or 10 dBZ are often used
for tracing the precipitation-size particles within convective
clouds (Stephens and Wood, 2007). Here, to further examine DCC structure and related convection intensity, cloud
top height is determined for each sample using the radar reAtmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 3 but for ice effective radius.

flectivity threshold of −28 dBZ (Stephens et al., 2008). The
highest altitudes showing radar reflectivities of −10, 0, and
10 dBZ (hereafter referred to as −10, 0, and 10 dBZ height)
are also obtained. Average distributions are calculated from
the obtained heights, −10, 0, and 10 dBZ heights, for the four
analysis regions, and the results are given in Fig. 5. The mean
distributions of cloud top heights for the DCCs show that the
DCCs are in general slightly higher over the African region.
This result is consistent with the more frequent occurrence of
cold clouds over Africa (Fig. 2a).
When the distributions of the highest altitudes showing
−10, 0, and 10 dBZ reflectivities are compared, the difference between land and ocean appears to be more pronounced
regardless of the observed radar signal. The distributions of
−10 dBZ height seem to be similar among four regions except Africa (Fig. 5b) which shows a peak at the highest altitude around 16 km. Heights of 0 dBZ for the WP-ocean
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015

appear to be generally lower and broader than those of the
other three regions. The three land regions show a similar
distribution although again Africa shows the highest echo top
heights. In the case of the 10 dBZ height, the land regions still
show a dominant peak at 12–13 km (Fig. 5d). Thus, radar reflectivity showing a relatively larger value (here 10 dBZ) appears at a comparatively lower level over the WP-ocean region compared to other three land regions. Overall, the upper
part of DCCs over the WP-ocean region may be less dense
because the 0 and 10 dBz heights are lower in spite of generally taller cloud compared to DCCs over tropical land regions. In other words, because the CloudSat radar reflectivity is proportional to the summed sixth-power of geometric
particle size, the larger radar reflectivity in the upper part of
clouds over the three land regions can be interpreted as either
a larger amount of ice particles or larger sizes of ice there
compared to the WP-ocean region.
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/
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Figure 9. Same as Fig. 4 but for ice effective radius.

3.2.2

Profiles of ice water content

As cloud particles have a direct effect on scattering and
thus reflectivity, we examine the vertical distribution of IWC
of DCCs collected over the four selected regions. Twodimensional histograms of IWC profiles are given in Fig. 6.
Significant land–ocean contrast is evident in the IWC profiles as summarized in Fig. 7; a much broader IWC range is
shown over the continental regions compared with the narrower IWC distribution over the WP-ocean region.
The mean profiles of IWC of DCCs over the three regions (Fig. 7) summarize the tropical land–ocean contrast
discussed above. The differences in IWC between land and
ocean and between the three land regions become substantial
in layers below 15 km. The largest mean IWCs are shown
over Africa, and their magnitudes are as much as twice those
for the WP-ocean. The South American region also shows
a larger amount of IWC compared to that over the WP-land
and WP-ocean, although values are smaller than those over
the African region. In spite of DCCs occurring over land,
the WP-land region shows far smaller IWC compared to the
other two land regions (i.e., Africa and South America). It
appears that the WP-land region shows a profile between the
WP-ocean and two continental regions. Overall, the zonal
mean profile manifests that the total amount of ice water for
DCCs over the WP-ocean is much smaller than those in the
three land regions and that the level showing the maximum
value is lower over the WP-ocean region.
3.2.3

Profiles of effective radius (Re ) for ice particles

Figure 8 represents CloudSat-derived Re profiles for DCCs
over the four regions. It is noted that the narrower Re range
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/
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with smaller particles in the upper part of DCC tends to become wider with larger particles in the layers between 10
and 15 km. It is also of interest to note that maximum occurrence levels are significantly different between the land and
ocean regions; maximum occurrences for the WP-ocean are
at about 15 km with particle sizes of 30–50 µm and there exists a secondary maximum around 8–9 km. In contrast three
land regions show maximum occurrences in thicker layers
below 12 km with particle sizes larger than 100 µm.
The generally increasing tendency of Re with decreasing
altitude is more evident in the averaged profiles (Fig. 9).
Amongst all four regions African and South American domains show largest Re while smallest Re is found in the WPocean. The Re in the WP-land is found to be between the
WP-ocean and other two land regions. In summary, Re for
ice particles over the WP-ocean is substantially smaller than
those found for the three land regions, especially below the
altitude of 15 km. These CloudSat results in effective radius
appear to contradict the MODIS results in Fig. 2d, which
show a much smaller radius range (e.g., hardly larger than
30 µm) and rather larger sizes over the WP-ocean region. Furthermore, the gradual increase in particle sizes from Africa to
South America and WP-land and to WP-ocean shown in the
MODIS measurements appears to be opposite to the result
found from the CloudSat retrievals.
3.2.4

Profiles of extinction coefficient (kext )

kext in the visible band enables us to interpret features of
cloud reflectivity at the TOA because COT is proportional
to reflectivity and can be obtained by vertically integrating
kext in the cloud layer. As in Eq. (1), kext in each layer can be
determined from IWC and Re , thus larger kext implies larger
IWC, smaller effective radius, or both. Thus, the DCC optical properties of a smaller amount of ice water and smaller
particle sizes over the WP-ocean region (or large amount of
IWC and larger particles over the land regions) determined
from CloudSat measurements seem to have a compensating
effect of IWC and Re on kext . The resultant kext profiles associated with ice water of DCCs are calculated and given in
Fig. 10. The figure shows that the general patterns of the kext
profiles are very similar to the IWC profiles in Fig. 6 although
the second frequency maxima are more clear in the kext profiles. The similarity suggests that the effect from different
radius between land and ocean regions and between Africa
and South America appears to be minor. In other words, kext
is controlled largely by the amount of IWC.
These results strongly suggest that among the four analysis domains, the reflectivity is lowest over the WP-ocean
mainly because of the smaller amount of ice cloud particles
there compared to the tropical continental African and South
American regions and even to the land area within the western Pacific domain. Same interpretation can be applied for
explaining the darker DCCs over the western Pacific in general.
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015
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Figure 10. Same as Fig. 3 but for extinction coefficient.

Figure 11. PDF distributions of CALIPSO-estimated (a) ice water path (IWP) and (b) cloud optical thickness (COT).

Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 4573–4585, 2015
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3.3

CALIPSO-derived ice water path (IWP) and COT

As CALIPSO uses a visible wavelength, it can observe optical properties related to small particles such as ice crystals, but observation is limited to small optical thickness
because of the fast attenuation of emitted radiation. DCC
heights determined from CALIPSO are relatively high, up to
2 km, compared to CloudSat-determined DCC heights, and
CALIPSO observation is generally available for only a 1–
3 km depth below the CALIPSO-determined cloud top in the
case of convective clouds (not shown).
In order to investigate features of optical properties above
the CloudSat-detected cloud top, IWP and COT are calculated by vertically integrating CALIPSO-derived layer-mean
IWC and kext profiles, respectively. PDF distributions for
IWP and COT are given in Fig. 11. The figure shows that
all the PDF distributions are nearly similar despite substantial differences in IWP smaller than 2 gm−2 . The similarity
of the PDFs found among the three analysis domains implies
that the contribution from ice particles above the CloudSatdetermined cloud top to the regionally different reflectivity is
minor. Furthermore, magnitudes of IWP and COT seem too
small when a majority of DCCs shows COT larger than 100
(Fig. 2). Thus, the contribution of ice particles residing in the
uppermost layers of DCCs, only detected by CALIPSO measurements, to the regional difference of reflectivity should be
insignificant.

4

Conclusions and discussion

It has been reported that DCCs over the tropical western Pacific are generally darker (i.e., lower reflectivity) compared
with the reflectivities of DCCs over tropical Africa and South
America. In order to examine the main cause of the lower reflectivity over the western Pacific, we examined the regional
differences in cloud optical properties observed in satellite
measurements of MODIS (Aqua), CloudSat, and CALIPSO,
with a further separation of the western Pacific domain into
its land and oceanic areas.
DCC is defined as a cloud whose depth as a single layer
is greater than 15 km. From the MODIS-derived DCCs collected from the four January months of the 2007–2010 period, it was shown that the DCCs found over the western
Pacific are warmer and darker than the DCCs found over
the Africa, South America, and WP-land domains (200.4 K
vs. 196.1, 198.7, and 197.7 K of BT11 ; 0.85 vs. 0.94, 0.93,
and 0.90 of 0.645 µm reflectivity). MODIS-derived COTs of
DCCs showed that DCCs over the ocean area of the western
Pacific are optically thinner than those over the three land
regions. Consequently, DCCs over the ocean region in the
western Pacific should generally be darker compared to those
over African and South American regions and even to those
over the land region in the western Pacific domain. It should
be worthwhile to mention that DCCs over the western Pacific
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/4573/2015/
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land region are generally less reflective than those found over
continental Africa and South America. Overall, the western
Pacific DCCs are less reflective than the continental convection regions because the frequency weighted reflectivity is
0.85 over the entire western Pacific domain – compare with
0.94 and 0.93 over Africa and South America.
Compared to all land regions it is shown that both IWC and
Re of ice particles in DCCs derived from CloudSat are substantially smaller over the western Pacific. Furthermore, vertical distributions of kext calculated from IWC and Re profiles
are evidently smaller over the western Pacific, possibly leading to the lower COT and then lower TOA reflectivity there.
However, considering that smaller particles contribute more
to the backscattered radiation, the smaller particles there cannot explain the comparatively lower reflectivity. These results
strongly suggest that darker DCCs over the western Pacific
(in particular over the ocean area) are mainly caused by the
smaller amount of ice water content compared to continental land regions. To be more warranted, influences of cloud
life cycles are also to be counted. It is because the A-train local overpass time of 13:30 may yield samples biased toward
more frequent DCC occurrence over the land.
The regional differences in DCC’s optical properties noted
in this study cast a cautionary warning for the use of DCCs
for the solar channel calibration without taking those different factors into account when radiative transfer calculation
is involved. Using a radiative transfer model under homogeneous overcast ice cloudy conditions for DCCs with COT =
200 and Re = 20 µm, Sohn et al. (2009) claimed that simulated radiances at the MODIS 0.646 µm channel are in the
agreement with satellite-measured radiances within an uncertainty range of ±5 %, which is often a calibration target for
the geostationary-based solar sensor. In that paper, a criterion of TB11 < 190 K was used for defining DCCs. The Sohn
et al. method was implemented for examining the calibration
performance of the Meteosat-8/9 Spinning Enhanced Visible Infra-Red Imager (SEVIRI) 0.640 µm channel (Ham and
Sohn, 2010), successfully demonstrating that Meteosat-8/9
0.640 µm channels are underestimated by 6–7 %.
This calibration method is particularly useful for calibrating the visible sensor not equipped with the onboard calibration system because the method only requires DCC pixels
determined from measurements of window channel brightness temperature, not requiring other information from other
satellites. The results obtained in this study suggest a way
how the proposed calibration method using DCC samples
can be improved. For instance, instead of treating selected
DCCs equally to produce the same reflectivity everywhere
over the tropics as in Sohn et al. (2009), radiative transfer
modeling for DCCs can be done to yield less reflectivity at
least over the western Pacific. It is because, as shown in Fig. 2
and Table 2, the DCCs produced over the ocean are generally
less reflective than DCCs found over the continental convective regions such as Africa and South America.
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